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Why Hawaii?

Because Hawaii is
a beautiful place.



◦But first we 
have to find 
flights, 
accommodation 
and agree on a 
budget.

Ehh....



Flights

◦ We depart Prague from Václav Havel 
Airport at six in the morning

◦ at 7:10 am we will land in Frankfurt, 
where we will wait for the flight to 
Seattle at 13:45 and the flight will
last 10h 15m

◦ we will land in Seattle at 18:05 and 
wait there for 6h 12m and then fly to 
Hawaii

◦ in total, we paid 37,703 CZK for
each ticket, but there are two of us, so 
we paid 75,406 CZK together



Accommodation

◦we will be staying in a hotel that
includes a room with a double bed, 
a balcony, a toilet, air 
conditioning, a refrigerator, free 
Wi-Fi, a bathroom, and a view of
the ocean. For the two nights we
spend there, we will pay 21,718 
CZK



Trip in Hawaii
◦Since we only have two days in 

Hawaii and we want to have a 
rest day on the second day, we
found a trip only on the first day
and we have chosen parasailing.
◦For one person we pay almost

2000 CZK, but we found it in 
discount, so we paid 1500 CZK, 
which means that we paid 3000 
CZK in total.



Food

◦ During the entire time we were 
there, we tasted a lot of good 
food, for example, pork slaw 
baked in bananas, Lomi 
salmon served with 
tomatoes and onions, or 
traditional fish prepared 
with taro leaves and 
coconut milk
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Return flight
◦ Return from Hawaii we will

fly from Honolulu to Seattle 
from Seattle we will fly to 
Frankfurt and from there
we will fly to 
Prague. together and with
transfers we will fly for 26 
hours

◦ One ticket cost 24,509, so 
we paid 49,012 for both.



Total budget

Flight - 73 406,-

Accommodation - 21 718,-

Trip- 3000,-

Food-3000,-

Return flight- 49 012,-

Shopping – 4000,-

So total budget is 154 136,-



The end


